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DEATH IS A PORTAL* (after Arundhati Roy’s The Pandemic Is a Portal), the first poster in a 

series of twenty, was posted on Green Papaya’s social media platform on 1 May 2020. Green 

Papaya Art Projects was turning twenty that month, just a year left before our final closure in 

May 2021.* But because of the pandemic, and the unprecedented difficulties and harrowing 

experiences resulting from it, there was no initiative to celebrate the milestone. Instead, 

there was a very strong desire to mark and take note of what was happening. 

 

The impulse from the start was to express gratitude and show respect to our medical front-

liners and other essential workers while criticising the ineptness of politicians and those 

running the government. In a way, it became an act of self-reflexivity as we tried to confront 

the crisis and act on every political issue with immediate responses through the posters. 

Copywriting was collectively accomplished with Papaya team members crafting the economy of 

words. Luckily, Touki, Papaya’s graphic designer who is Bacolod-based, got caught in the 

lockdown in Manila, and so was present in Papaya office to deliver the weekly design 

requirements. 

 

On 16 May 2020, Metro Manila transitioned to the Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine. By 

this time, Papaya had shared its views through twenty posters to reflect not only what 

beleaguers our present society due to the pandemic, but also on Papaya’s twenty years as a 

community of cultural workers. When Touki started to develop merchandise for the Papaya online 

store, it was easily decided that the posters can be published as a zine. 

 

* Green Papaya Art Projects had initially planned to close, but after a fire that broke out in 

the space and the subsequent support it received from the community, it decided to remain open. 


